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The Art of Agile Development
Every information system brought into service in every type of organisation
requires user acceptance testing. This book is a hands-on manual for non-testing
specialists to plan and carry out an effective acceptance test of an information
system. It also identifies ways of making the process as simple and cost-effective
as possible.

Growing Object-Oriented Software, Guided by Tests
There are a few books on the market that discuss agile testing from a practitioner
perspective. But this is the first book that looks at the organizational moves that
are required to pull together an effective Agile Quality and Testing strategy. One
that shows leaders and coaches how to effectively establish agile practices using
the Three Pillars model. The book is chock-full of real world stories from two
coaches who

A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK(R) Guide-Sixth Edition / Agile Practice Guide Bundle
(HINDI)
Get past the myths of testing in agile environments - and implement agile testing
the RIGHT way. * * For everyone concerned with agile testing: developers, testers,
managers, customers, and other stakeholders. * Covers every key issue: Values,
practices, organizational and cultural challenges, collaboration, metrics,
infrastructure, documentation, tools, and more. * By two of the world's most
experienced agile testing practitioners and consultants. Software testing has
always been crucial, but it may be even more crucial in agile environments that
rely heavily on repeated iterations of software capable of passing tests. There are,
however, many myths associated with testing in agile environments. This book
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helps agile team members overcome those myths -- and implement testing that
truly maximizes software quality and value. Long-time agile testers Lisa Crispin
and Janet Gregory offer powerful insights for three large, diverse groups of readers:
experienced testers who are new to agile; members of newly-created agile teams
who aren't sure how to perform testing or work with testers; and test/QA managers
whose development teams are implementing agile. Readers will learn specific agile
testing practices and techniques that can mean the difference between success
and failure; discover how to transition 'traditional' test teams to agile; and learn
how to integrate testers smoothly into agile teams. Drawing on extensive
experience, the authors illuminate topics ranging from culture to test planning to
automated tools. They cover every form of testing: business-facing tests,
technology-facing tests, exploratory tests, context-driven and scenario tests, load,
stability, and endurance tests, and more. Using this book's techniques, readers can
improve the effectiveness and reduce the risks of any agile project or initiative.

Boundaries
In an IT world in which there are differently sized projects, with different
applications, differently skilled practitioners, and on-site, off-site, and off-shored
development teams, it is impossible for there to be a one-size-fits-all agile
development and testing approach. This book provides practical guidance for
professionals, practitioners, and researchers faced with creating and rolling out
their own agile testing processes. In addition to descriptions of the prominent agile
methods, the book provides twenty real-world case studies of practitioners using
agile methods and draws upon their experiences to propose your own agile
method; whether yours is a small, medium, large, off-site, or even off-shore
project, this book provides personalized guidance on the agile best practices from
which to choose to create your own effective and efficient agile method.

User Acceptance Testing
Batten down the hatches; great change is upon us! Excitement and uncertainty, in
larger and more frequent doses, will define business and change management
from here on out. To successfully navigate these uncertain waters, you and your
crew will need to both understand business agility and practice to master its use to
survive and thrive in these mounting seas of change. Colossal mega trends
combined with a perfect storm of precarious economic, geopolitical and societal
circumstances will make the choppy economic seas of the past look calm in
comparison. No business will be safe using tools, methods and management styles
developed for yesterday's business as usual. The pace of change will be frantic and
to cope will require a flexible, more agile state of mind, plus powerful tools to help
you remain focused upon what is coming instead of measuring and anal-eyes-ing
what has already occurred. Get Agile Now! Here is a book packed with simple,
practical tools to prepare you and your crew for the ride of your life! Whether you
are running a small or medium enterprise, or grappling with the demands of a
super large, multinational concern, being agile in thought, action and result is now
a necessity.It is no longer only about making good decisions; it is about mastering
powerful tools to implement changes effectively. It's about executing change with
decisive and engaging leadership skills; to powerfully communicate with everyone
involved to get them on board to quickly create measurable results. Praise for
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"Mastering Agility" "The message is clear: listen to what's going on with all your
senses. Get your business associates and partners to do the same. Pay attention.
Get agile." Bob Waterman, Co-Author; In Search of Excellence, Author; The
Renewal Factor, Adhocracy - the Power to Change, What America Does Right "Hans
Amell has written a really important book. For a couple of decades now we have
seen a lot of volatility. This is unlikely to change in the foreseeable future. This
book provides the reader with a sound intellectual framework for how to cope in
different volatile situations using agility as a headline for different activities. It also
gives a number of more practical advice coming from the vast experience of the
author's long life in the corporate sector. It is a book I really recommend for
anyone entrusted with leading companies in the next volatile decade." Leif
Johansson; Chairman Ericsson & AstraZeneca "Mastering Agility offers a timely look
at some of the global political, economic, technological and social forces rocking
today's corporate world and offers plenty of well-crafted advice for not only staying
afloat, but sailing ahead. It is a must read for business leaders who want to
navigate the sea of changes taking place" Dr. John W. Graham, Ph.D, Professor of
Economics, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey "Terrific opportunities! This
book charts a clear course for your C-suite to consider for quickly and easily
leading the business through the 'perfect storms' of uncertainty. " Hans
Levenbach, President Delphus Inc. MS, MA, PhD, Co-Author; Forecasting, Practice
and Process for Demand Management "Hans is the very definition of intellectual,
emotional and physical agility. His vision and belief in Platinum Equity when we
were just starting out made an indelible impact, and over the past two decades I
have seen firsthand his power to think creatively, act decisively and inspire others
to succeed" Tom Gores, Founder & Chairman/CEO, Platinum Equity Group

How Google Tests Software
Decades of software testing experience condensed into the most important lessons
learned. The world's leading software testing experts lend you their wisdom and
years of experience to help you avoid the most common mistakes in testing
software. Each lesson is an assertion related to software testing, followed by an
explanation or example that shows you the how, when, and why of the testing
lesson. More than just tips, tricks, and pitfalls to avoid, Lessons Learned in
Software Testing speeds you through the critical testing phase of the software
development project without the extensive trial and error it normally takes to do
so. The ultimate resource for software testers and developers at every level of
expertise, this guidebook features: * Over 200 lessons gleaned from over 30 years
of combined testing experience * Tips, tricks, and common pitfalls to avoid by
simply reading the book rather than finding out the hard way * Lessons for all key
topic areas, including test design, test management, testing strategies, and bug
reporting * Explanations and examples of each testing trouble spot help illustrate
each lesson's assertion

Lean Software Development
How do successful agile teams deliver bug-free, maintainable software—iteration
after iteration? The answer is: By seamlessly combining development and testing.
On such teams, the developers write testable code that enables them to verify it
using various types of automated tests. This approach keeps regressions at bay
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and prevents “testing crunches”—which otherwise may occur near the end of an
iteration—from ever happening. Writing testable code, however, is often difficult,
because it requires knowledge and skills that cut across multiple disciplines. In
Developer Testing, leading test expert and mentor Alexander Tarlinder presents
concise, focused guidance for making new and legacy code far more testable.
Tarlinder helps you answer questions like: When have I tested this enough? How
many tests do I need to write? What should my tests verify? You’ll learn how to
design for testability and utilize techniques like refactoring, dependency breaking,
unit testing, data-driven testing, and test-driven development to achieve the
highest possible confidence in your software. Through practical examples in Java,
C#, Groovy, and Ruby, you’ll discover what works—and what doesn’t. You can
quickly begin using Tarlinder’s technology-agnostic insights with most languages
and toolsets while not getting buried in specialist details. The author helps you
adapt your current programming style for testability, make a testing mindset
“second nature,” improve your code, and enrich your day-to-day experience as a
software professional. With this guide, you will Understand the discipline and
vocabulary of testing from the developer’s standpoint Base developer tests on wellestablished testing techniques and best practices Recognize code constructs that
impact testability Effectively name, organize, and execute unit tests Master the
essentials of classic and “mockist-style” TDD Leverage test doubles with or without
mocking frameworks Capture the benefits of programming by contract, even
without runtime support for contracts Take control of dependencies between
classes, components, layers, and tiers Handle combinatorial explosions of test
cases, or scenarios requiring many similar tests Manage code duplication when it
can’t be eliminated Actively maintain and improve your test suites Perform more
advanced tests at the integration, system, and end-to-end levels Develop an
understanding for how the organizational context influences quality assurance
Establish well-balanced and effective testing strategies suitable for agile teams

Agile Testing
Address Errors before Users Find Them Using a mix-and-match approach, Software
Test Attacks to Break Mobile and Embedded Devices presents an attack basis for
testing mobile and embedded systems. Designed for testers working in the everexpanding world of "smart" devices driven by software, the book focuses on attackbased testing that can be used by individuals and teams. The numerous test
attacks show you when a software product does not work (i.e., has bugs) and
provide you with information about the software product under test. The book
guides you step by step starting with the basics. It explains patterns and
techniques ranging from simple mind mapping to sophisticated test labs. For
traditional testers moving into the mobile and embedded area, the book bridges
the gap between IT and mobile/embedded system testing. It illustrates how to
apply both traditional and new approaches. For those working with
mobile/embedded systems without an extensive background in testing, the book
brings together testing ideas, techniques, and solutions that are immediately
applicable to testing smart and mobile devices.

Domain-driven Design
For those considering Extreme Programming, this book provides no-nonsense
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advice on agile planning, development, delivery, and management taken from the
authors' many years of experience. While plenty of books address the what and
why of agile development, very few offer the information users can apply directly.

Mastering Agility
Janet Gregory and Lisa Crispin pioneered the agile testing discipline with their
previous work, Agile Testing. Now, in More Agile Testing, they reflect on all they’ve
learned since. They address crucial emerging issues, share evolved agile practices,
and cover key issues agile testers have asked to learn more about. Packed with
new examples from real teams, this insightful guide offers detailed information
about adapting agile testing for your environment; learning from experience and
continually improving your test processes; scaling agile testing across teams; and
overcoming the pitfalls of automated testing. You’ll find brand-new coverage of
agile testing for the enterprise, distributed teams, mobile/embedded systems,
regulated environments, data warehouse/BI systems, and DevOps practices. You’ll
come away understanding • How to clarify testing activities within the team •
Ways to collaborate with business experts to identify valuable features and deliver
the right capabilities • How to design automated tests for superior reliability and
easier maintenance • How agile team members can improve and expand their
testing skills • How to plan “just enough,” balancing small increments with larger
feature sets and the entire system • How to use testing to identify and mitigate
risks associated with your current agile processes and to prevent defects • How to
address challenges within your product or organizational context • How to perform
exploratory testing using “personas” and “tours” • Exploratory testing approaches
that engage the whole team, using test charters with session- and thread-based
techniques • How to bring new agile testers up to speed quickly–without
overwhelming them The eBook edition of More Agile Testing also is available as
part of a two-eBook collection, The Agile Testing Collection (9780134190624).

Software Test Attacks to Break Mobile and Embedded Devices
This updated edition shows you how to use the agile project management
framework for success! Learn how to apply agile concepts to your projects. This
fully updated book covers changes to agile approaches and new information
related to the methods of managing an agile project. Agile Project Management For
Dummies, 3rd Edition gives product developers and other project leaders the tools
they need for a successful project. This book’s principles and techniques will guide
you in creating a product roadmap, self-correcting iterations of deployable
products, and preparing for a product launch. Agile approaches are critical for
achieving fast and flexible product development. It’s also a useful tool for
managing a range of business projects. Written by one of the original agile
technique thought-leaders, this book guides you and your teams in discovering
why agile techniques work and how to create an effective agile environment. Users
will gain the knowledge to improve various areas of project management. Define
your product’s vision and features Learn the steps for putting agile techniques into
action Manage the project’s scope and procurement Plan your team’s sprints and
releases Simplify reporting related to the project Agile Project Management For
Dummies can help you to better manage the scope of your project as well as its
time demands and costs. You’ll also be prepared to skillfully handle team
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dynamics, quality challenges, and risks.

Complete Guide to Test Automation
Even with the most extreme automation, we simply don't have time for the "test
everything" approach. It's impossible to test every possible path through a modern
business application every time that we want to release. Fortunately, we don't
need to. If we rethink our testing approach, we can get a thorough assessment of a
release candidate's business risk with much less testing than most companies are
doing today. Enterprise Continuous Testing: Transforming Testing for Agile and
DevOps introduces a Continuous Testing strategy that helps enterprises accelerate
and prioritize testing to meet the needs of fast-paced Agile and DevOps initiatives.
Software testing has traditionally been the enemy of speed and innovation--a slow,
costly process that delays releases while delivering questionable business value.
This new strategy helps you test smarter, so testing provides rapid insight into
what matters most to the business. Target AudienceThis book is written for senior
quality managers and business executives who need to achieve the optimal
balance between speed and quality when delivering the software that drives the
modern business. It provides a roadmap for how to accelerate delivery with high
confidence and low business risk.In summary: If you want to realign your Global
2000 organization's quality process with the unrelenting drive towards accelerated
delivery speed and "Continuous Everything," then you're in the right place.

Experiences of Test Automation
“Mantle and Lichty have assembled a guide that will help you hire, motivate, and
mentor a software development team that functions at the highest level. Their
rules of thumb and coaching advice are great blueprints for new and experienced
software engineering managers alike.” —Tom Conrad, CTO, Pandora “I wish I’d had
this material available years ago. I see lots and lots of ‘meat’ in here that I’ll use
over and over again as I try to become a better manager. The writing style is right
on, and I love the personal anecdotes.” —Steve Johnson, VP, Custom Solutions,
DigitalFish All too often, software development is deemed unmanageable. The
news is filled with stories of projects that have run catastrophically over schedule
and budget. Although adding some formal discipline to the development process
has improved the situation, it has by no means solved the problem. How can it be,
with so much time and money spent to get software development under control,
that it remains so unmanageable? In Managing the Unmanageable: Rules, Tools,
and Insights for Managing Software People and Teams , Mickey W. Mantle and Ron
Lichty answer that persistent question with a simple observation: You first must
make programmers and software teams manageable. That is, you need to begin by
understanding your people—how to hire them, motivate them, and lead them to
develop and deliver great products. Drawing on their combined seventy years of
software development and management experience, and highlighting the insights
and wisdom of other successful managers, Mantle and Lichty provide the guidance
you need to manage people and teams in order to deliver software successfully.
Whether you are new to software management, or have already been working in
that role, you will appreciate the real-world knowledge and practical tools packed
into this guide.
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Agile Project Management For Dummies
Uncover surprises, risks, and potentially serious bugs with exploratory testing.
Rather than designing all tests in advance, explorers design and execute small,
rapid experiments, using what they learned from the last little experiment to
inform the next. Learn essential skills of a master explorer, including how to
analyze software to discover key points of vulnerability, how to design experiments
on the fly, how to hone your observation skills, and how to focus your efforts.
Software is full of surprises. No matter how careful or skilled you are, when you
create software it can behave differently than you intended. Exploratory testing
mitigates those risks. Part 1 introduces the core, essential skills of a master
explorer. You'll learn to craft charters to guide your exploration, to observe what's
really happening (hint: it's harder than it sounds), to identify interesting variations,
and to determine what expected behavior should be when exercising software in
unexpected ways. Part 2 builds on that foundation. You'll learn how to explore by
varying interactions, sequences, data, timing, and configurations. Along the way
you'll see how to incorporate analysis techniques like state modeling, data
modeling, and defining context diagrams into your explorer's arsenal. Part 3 brings
the techniques back into the context of a software project. You'll apply the skills
and techniques in a variety of contexts and integrate exploration into the
development cycle from the very beginning. You can apply the techniques in this
book to any kind of software. Whether you work on embedded systems, Web
applications, desktop applications, APIs, or something else, you'll find this book
contains a wealth of concrete and practical advice about exploring your software to
discover its capabilities, limitations, and risks.

Agile Estimating and Planning
How to scale ATDD to large projects --

The Agile Testing Collection
Do you find it increasingly difficult to lead in the midst of change that is relentless,
disruptive, unprecedented? What if I told you that you do not have to be at the
mercy of change that you can actually harness change for your competitive
advantage! In past markets that had low rates of change, business leaders were
accustomed to making "right" decisions. Unfortunately, this is ineffective in today's
world of uncertainty. Blindly proceeding with the "right" plan increasingly turns out
wrong. To succeed, leaders must now reverse their approach from "right until
wrong" to "wrong until right." Their businesses must become more like a guided
missile that is almost always incorrect and "off" to a degree in flight but continually
adjusts until it reaches its always changing target. The missile is built for and
pursues a "wrong until right" approach. You can too, and this book tells you how!

Succeeding with Agile
The classic, landmark work on software testing The hardware and software of
computing have changed markedly in the three decades since the first edition of
The Art of Software Testing, but this book's powerful underlying analysis has stood
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the test of time. Whereas most books on software testing target particular
development techniques, languages, or testing methods, The Art of Software
Testing, Third Edition provides a brief but powerful and comprehensive
presentation of time-proven software testing approaches. If your software
development project is mission critical, this book is an investment that will pay for
itself with the first bug you find. The new Third Edition explains how to apply the
book's classic principles to today's hot topics including: Testing apps for iPhones,
iPads, BlackBerrys, Androids, and other mobile devices Collaborative (user)
programming and testing Testing for Internet applications, e-commerce, and agile
programming environments Whether you're a student looking for a testing guide
you'll use for the rest of your career, or an IT manager overseeing a software
development team, The Art of Software Testing, Third Edition is an expensive book
that will pay for itself many times over.

Managing the Unmanageable
Testing is a cornerstone of XP, as tests are written for every piece of code before it
is programmed. This workbook helps testers learn XP, and XP devotees learn
testing. This new book defines how an XP tester can optimally contribute to a
project, including what testers should do, when they should do it, and how they
should do it.

Wrong Until Right
Lean Software Development: An Agile Toolkit Adapting agile practices to your
development organization Uncovering and eradicating waste throughout the
software development lifecycle Practical techniques for every development
manager, project manager, and technical leader Lean software development:
applying agile principles to your organization In Lean Software Development, Mary
and Tom Poppendieck identify seven fundamental "lean" principles, adapt them for
the world of software development, and show how they can serve as the
foundation for agile development approaches that work. Along the way, they
introduce 22 "thinking tools" that can help you customize the right agile practices
for any environment. Better, cheaper, faster software development. You can have
all three–if you adopt the same lean principles that have already revolutionized
manufacturing, logistics and product development. Iterating towards excellence:
software development as an exercise in discovery Managing uncertainty: "decide
as late as possible" by building change into the system. Compressing the value
stream: rapid development, feedback, and improvement Empowering teams and
individuals without compromising coordination Software with integrity: promoting
coherence, usability, fitness, maintainability, and adaptability How to "see the
whole"–even when your developers are scattered across multiple locations and
contractors Simply put, Lean Software Development helps you refocus
development on value, flow, and people–so you can achieve breakthrough quality,
savings, speed, and business alignment.

Lessons Learned in Software Testing
2012 Jolt Award finalist! Pioneering the Future of Software Test Do you need to get
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it right, too? Then, learn from Google. Legendary testing expert James Whittaker,
until recently a Google testing leader, and two top Google experts reveal exactly
how Google tests software, offering brand-new best practices you can use even if
you’re not quite Google’s size…yet! Breakthrough Techniques You Can Actually
Use Discover 100% practical, amazingly scalable techniques for analyzing risk and
planning tests…thinking like real users…implementing exploratory, black box,
white box, and acceptance testing…getting usable feedback…tracking
issues…choosing and creating tools…testing “Docs & Mocks,” interfaces, classes,
modules, libraries, binaries, services, and infrastructure…reviewing code and
refactoring…using test hooks, presubmit scripts, queues, continuous builds, and
more. With these techniques, you can transform testing from a bottleneck into an
accelerator–and make your whole organization more productive!

Explore It!
Test-Driven Development (TDD) is now an established technique for delivering
better software faster. TDD is based on a simple idea: Write tests for your code
before you write the code itself. However, this "simple" idea takes skill and
judgment to do well. Now there's a practical guide to TDD that takes you beyond
the basic concepts. Drawing on a decade of experience building real-world
systems, two TDD pioneers show how to let tests guide your development and
“grow” software that is coherent, reliable, and maintainable. Steve Freeman and
Nat Pryce describe the processes they use, the design principles they strive to
achieve, and some of the tools that help them get the job done. Through an
extended worked example, you’ll learn how TDD works at multiple levels, using
tests to drive the features and the object-oriented structure of the code, and using
Mock Objects to discover and then describe relationships between objects. Along
the way, the book systematically addresses challenges that development teams
encounter with TDD—from integrating TDD into your processes to testing your
most difficult features. Coverage includes Implementing TDD effectively: getting
started, and maintaining your momentum throughout the project Creating cleaner,
more expressive, more sustainable code Using tests to stay relentlessly focused on
sustaining quality Understanding how TDD, Mock Objects, and Object-Oriented
Design come together in the context of a real software development project Using
Mock Objects to guide object-oriented designs Succeeding where TDD is difficult:
managing complex test data, and testing persistence and concurrency

Exploratory Software Testing
Thoroughly reviewed and eagerly anticipated by the agile community, User Stories
Applied offers a requirements process that saves time, eliminates rework, and
leads directly to better software. The best way to build software that meets users'
needs is to begin with "user stories": simple, clear, brief descriptions of
functionality that will be valuable to real users. In User Stories Applied, Mike Cohn
provides you with a front-to-back blueprint for writing these user stories and
weaving them into your development lifecycle. You'll learn what makes a great
user story, and what makes a bad one. You'll discover practical ways to gather user
stories, even when you can't speak with your users. Then, once you've compiled
your user stories, Cohn shows how to organize them, prioritize them, and use them
for planning, management, and testing. User role modeling: understanding what
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users have in common, and where they differ Gathering stories: user interviewing,
questionnaires, observation, and workshops Working with managers, trainers,
salespeople and other "proxies" Writing user stories for acceptance testing Using
stories to prioritize, set schedules, and estimate release costs Includes end-ofchapter practice questions and exercises User Stories Applied will be invaluable to
every software developer, tester, analyst, and manager working with any agile
method: XP, Scrum or even your own home-grown approach.

Sprint
From three design partners at Google Ventures, a unique five-day process--called
the sprint--for solving tough problems using design, prototyping, and testing ideas
with customers.

Enterprise Continuous Testing
Agile Estimating and Planning is the definitive, practical guide to estimating and
planning agile projects. In this book, Agile Alliance cofounder Mike Cohn discusses
the philosophy of agile estimating and planning and shows you exactly how to get
the job done, with real-world examples and case studies. Concepts are clearly
illustrated and readers are guided, step by step, toward how to answer the
following questions: What will we build? How big will it be? When must it be done?
How much can I really complete by then? You will first learn what makes a good
plan-and then what makes it agile. Using the techniques in Agile Estimating and
Planning , you can stay agile from start to finish, saving time, conserving
resources, and accomplishing more. Highlights include: Why conventional
prescriptive planning fails and why agile planning works How to estimate feature
size using story points and ideal days–and when to use each How and when to reestimate How to prioritize features using both financial and nonfinancial
approaches How to split large features into smaller, more manageable ones How to
plan iterations and predict your team's initial rate of progress How to schedule
projects that have unusually high uncertainty or schedule-related risk How to
estimate projects that will be worked on by multiple teams Agile Estimating and
Planning supports any agile, semiagile, or iterative process, including Scrum, XP,
Feature-Driven Development, Crystal, Adaptive Software Development, DSDM,
Unified Process, and many more. It will be an indispensable resource for every
development manager, team leader, and team member.

Testing in Scrum
Provides recommendations and case studies to help with the implementation of
Scrum.

Testing in the digital age
A Comprehensive Collection of Agile Testing Best Practices: Two Definitive Guides
from Leading Pioneers Janet Gregory and Lisa Crispin haven’t just pioneered agile
testing, they have also written two of the field’s most valuable guidebooks. Now,
you can get both guides in one indispensable eBook collection: today’s must-have
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resource for all agile testers, teams, managers, and customers. Combining
comprehensive best practices and wisdom contained in these two titles, The Agile
Testing Collection will help you adapt agile testing to your environment,
systematically improve your skills and processes, and strengthen engagement
across your entire development team. The first title, Agile Testing: A Practical
Guide for Testers and Agile Teams, defines the agile testing discipline and roles,
and helps you choose, organize, and use the tools that will help you the most.
Writing from the tester’s viewpoint, Gregory and Crispin chronicle an entire agile
software development iteration, and identify and explain seven key success factors
of agile testing. The second title, More Agile Testing: Learning Journeys for the
Whole Team, addresses crucial emerging issues, shares evolved practices, and
covers key issues that delivery teams want to learn more about. It offers powerful
new insights into continuous improvement, scaling agile testing across teams and
the enterprise, overcoming pitfalls of automation, testing in regulated
environments, integrating DevOps practices, and testing mobile/embedded and
business intelligence systems. The Agile Testing Collection will help you do all this
and much more. Customize agile testing processes to your needs, and successfully
transition to them Organize agile teams, clarify roles, hire new testers, and quickly
bring them up to speed Engage testers in agile development, and help agile team
members improve their testing skills Use tests and collaborate with business
experts to plan features and guide development Design automated tests for
superior reliability and easier maintenance Plan “just enough,” balancing small
increments with larger feature sets and the entire system Test to identify and
mitigate risks, and prevent future defects Perform exploratory testing using
personas, tours, and test charters with session- and thread-based techniques Help
testers, developers, and operations experts collaborate on shortening feedback
cycles with continuous integration and delivery Both guides in this collection are
thoroughly grounded in the authors’ extensive experience, and supported by
examples from actual projects. Now, with both books integrated into a single,
easily searchable, and cross-linked eBook, you can learn from their experience
even more easily.

Three Pillars of Agile Quality & Testing: Achieving Balanced
Results in Your Journey Towards Agile Quality
JOURNEY THROUGH NOWHERE is a lively adventure in fantasy that takes place just
on the other side of Everywhere. It's unusual characters will quickly draw you into
a world of mystery and magic. Follow the exploits of three peculiar young
characters: Phelan, Sero and Raptor, who have come to find themselves caught up
in the curse of the Great Black Bird of Prey and on the adventure of their lives.

Lean-agile Acceptance Test-driven Development
Simple and Elegant Address Book This beautifully designed address book is a
classic way to keep track of contact information for everyone in your life. DETAILS:
130 Pages Crisp White Pages with a Thick Cardstock Cover Stylish, Elegant Cover
Art Dimensions: 6" x 9" Perfect Bound Lined Spaces For: Name, Email, Phone,
Address and Notes
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Shuttered
A unique book that consists entirely of test automation case studies from a variety
of domains - from the top names in the field * *Proven advice to empower
development organizations to save time by mirroring others' experiences and save
money by avoiding others' mistakes. *Insightful case studies from a wide variety of
domains, including aerospace, pharmaceuticals, insurance, technology, and
telecommunications. *Focuses on the basic issues, rather then technology trends,
to give the book a long shelf life. The practice of test automation is becoming more
and more popular, but many organizations are not yet experiencing success with
it. This book unveils the secrets of how automation has been made to work in
reality. The knowledge gained by reading this book can save months or years of
effort in automating software testing by helping organizations avoid expensive
mistakes and take advantage of proven ideas. By its nature, this book shows the
current state of software test automation practice. The authors aim to keep the
contributions focused on those things that are more universal (e.g. people issues,
return on investment, etc.) and to minimize detailed technical content where this
does not impede the process of learning valuable lessons, in order to give the book
as long a shelf life as possible. Software practitioners always enjoy reading about
what happened to others. For example, at conferences, case study presentations
are usually very well attended. The authors/editors have gathered together a
collection of experiences from a cross-section of industries and countries, both
success stories and failures, in both agile and traditional development. In addition
to the case studies, the authors/editors comment on issues raised in these stories,
and also include a chapter summarizing good practices and common pitfalls.

Testing Extreme Programming
Describes ways to incorporate domain modeling into software development.

The Art of Software Testing
Rely on this robust and thorough guide to build and maintain successful test
automation. As the software industry shifts from traditional waterfall paradigms
into more agile ones, test automation becomes a highly important tool that allows
your development teams to deliver software at an ever-increasing pace without
compromising quality. Even though it may seem trivial to automate the repetitive
tester’s work, using test automation efficiently and properly is not trivial. Many test
automation endeavors end up in the “graveyard” of software projects. There are
many things that affect the value of test automation, and also its costs. This book
aims to cover all of these aspects in great detail so you can make decisions to
create the best test automation solution that will not only help your test
automation project to succeed, but also allow the entire software project to thrive.
One of the most important details that affects the success of the test automation is
how easy it is to maintain the automated tests. Complete Guide to Test Automation
provides a detailed hands-on guide for writing highly maintainable test code. What
You’ll Learn Know the real value to be expected from test automation Discover the
key traits that will make your test automation project succeed Be aware of the
different considerations to take into account when planning automated tests vs.
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manual tests Determine who should implement the tests and the implications of
this decision Architect the test project and fit it to the architecture of the tested
application Design and implement highly reliable automated tests Begin gaining
value from test automation earlier Integrate test automation into the business
processes of the development team Leverage test automation to improve your
organization's performance and quality, even without formal authority Understand
how different types of automated tests will fit into your testing strategy, including
unit testing, load and performance testing, visual testing, and more Who This Book
Is For Those involved with software development such as test automation leads,
QA managers, test automation developers, and development managers. Some
parts of the book assume hands-on experience in writing code in an objectoriented language (mainly C# or Java), although most of the content is also
relevant for nonprogrammers.

More Agile Testing
Boundaries is a disturbing story about the blurred lines between love and betrayal,
freedom and control, fantasy and treachery, good and evil, past and future. Diane
Alders is a successful, workoholic sales executive in the medical field who has a
void in her heart as a result of the tragic death of her husband seven years ago.
Mickey Rollins is a genius and entrepreneur about to introduce a revolutionary new
therapy that will 'repair' injured or impaired brains. Their sputtering romance hits
full speed when Mickey invites Diane to accompany him on a lavish and bizarre
vacation to the exotic South Seas intended to stretch their senses, fulfill wild
dreams, and bring them closer together. Disaster strikes, and it is Diane who
becomes Mickey's first human test subject. There's a catch…the healing process
requires a surrogate, and Mickey chooses their mutual friend, lover and
temptress—the beautiful Suki. The resurrection of Diane that transpires is not only
a transfer of physical and cerebral attributes, but a blending of relationships,
feelings, and emotions, drawing many into the fray, ending as shockingly as it
begins.

Agile Testing
Daniel must help Rowan recover the genuine gift he possessed in childhood and
contact the spirits before enemies catch up to them.

Journey Through Nowhere
These days, more and more software development projects are being carried out
using agile methods like Scrum. Agile software development promises higher
software quality, a shorter time to market, and improved focus on customer needs.
However, the transition to working within an agile methodology is not easy.
Familiar processes and procedures change drastically. Software testing and
software quality assurance have a crucial role in ensuring that a software
development team, department, or company successfully implements long-term
agile development methods and benefits from this framework. This book discusses
agile methodology from the perspective of software testing and software quality
assurance management. Software development managers, project managers, and
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quality assurance managers will obtain tips and tricks on how to organize testing
and assure quality so that agile projects maintain their impact. Professional
certified testers and software quality assurance experts will learn how to work
successfully within agile software teams and how best to integrate their expertise.
Topics include: Agile methodology and classic process models How to plan an agile
project Unit tests and test first approach Integration testing and continuous
integration System testing and test nonstop Quality management and quality
assurance Also included are five case studies from the manufacturing, onlinetrade, and software industry as well as test exercises for self-assessment. This
book covers the new ISTQB Syllabus for Agile Software Testing and is a relevant
resource for all students and trainees worldwide who plan to undertake this ISTQB
certification.

User Stories Applied
How to Find and Fix the Killer Software Bugs that Evade Conventional Testing In
Exploratory Software Testing, renowned software testing expert James Whittaker
reveals the real causes of today’s most serious, well-hidden software bugs--and
introduces powerful new “exploratory” techniques for finding and correcting them.
Drawing on nearly two decades of experience working at the cutting edge of
testing with Google, Microsoft, and other top software organizations, Whittaker
introduces innovative new processes for manual testing that are repeatable,
prescriptive, teachable, and extremely effective. Whittaker defines both in-thesmall techniques for individual testers and in-the-large techniques to supercharge
test teams. He also introduces a hybrid strategy for injecting exploratory concepts
into traditional scripted testing. You’ll learn when to use each, and how to use
them all successfully. Concise, entertaining, and actionable, this book introduces
robust techniques that have been used extensively by real testers on shipping
software, illuminating their actual experiences with these techniques, and the
results they’ve achieved. Writing for testers, QA specialists, developers, program
managers, and architects alike, Whittaker answers crucial questions such as: •
Why do some bugs remain invisible to automated testing--and how can I uncover
them? • What techniques will help me consistently discover and eliminate “show
stopper” bugs? • How do I make manual testing more effective--and less boring
and unpleasant? • What’s the most effective high-level test strategy for each
project? • Which inputs should I test when I can’t test them all? • Which test cases
will provide the best feature coverage? • How can I get better results by combining
exploratory testing with traditional script or scenario-based testing? • How do I
reflect feedback from the development process, such as code changes?

Beautiful Testing
Testing in the digital age brings a new vision on test engineering, using new quality
attributes that tackle intelligent machines and a roadmap split up in fi ve hops.
With everything digital there are more possibilities for test automation and piles of
(test) data growing out of control. Working together with robots (cobotics), using
artifi cial intelligence in testing and eventually predict the occurrence of defects
brings your testing to the digital age. We have interviewed companies on their
view of digital testing. A glossary brings an extensive list of terms that supports
you in all your test communications.
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Agile Testing
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is offering
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth
Edition as a bundle with its latest, the Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide –
Sixth Edition now contains detailed information about agile; while the Agile Practice
Guide, created in partnership with Agile Alliance®, serves as a bridge to connect
waterfall and agile. Together they are a powerful tool for project managers. The
PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship publication has been updated to
reflect the latest good practices in project management. New to the Sixth Edition,
each knowledge area will contain a section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative
and Adaptive Environments, describing how these practices integrate in project
settings. It will also contain more emphasis on strategic and business
knowledge—including discussion of project management business documents—and
information on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and the essential skills for success in
today's market. Agile Practice Guide has been developed as a resource to
understand, evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile approaches. This practice
guide provides guidance on when, where, and how to apply agile approaches and
provides practical tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase
agility. This practice guide is aligned with other PMI standards, including A Guide to
the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and
was developed as the result of collaboration between the Project Management
Institute and the Agile Alliance.

Developer Testing
Successful software depends as much on scrupulous testing as it does on solid
architecture or elegant code. But testing is not a routine process, it's a constant
exploration of methods and an evolution of good ideas. Beautiful Testing offers 23
essays from 27 leading testers and developers that illustrate the qualities and
techniques that make testing an art. Through personal anecdotes, you'll learn how
each of these professionals developed beautiful ways of testing a wide range of
products -- valuable knowledge that you can apply to your own projects. Here's a
sample of what you'll find inside: Microsoft's Alan Page knows a lot about largescale test automation, and shares some of his secrets on how to make it beautiful
Scott Barber explains why performance testing needs to be a collaborative
process, rather than simply an exercise in measuring speed Karen Johnson
describes how her professional experience intersected her personal life while
testing medical software Rex Black reveals how satisfying stakeholders for 25
years is a beautiful thing Mathematician John D. Cook applies a classic definition of
beauty, based on complexity and unity, to testing random number generators All
author royalties will be donated to the Nothing But Nets campaign to save lives by
preventing malaria, a disease that kills millions of children in Africa each year. This
book includes contributions from: Adam Goucher Linda Wilkinson Rex Black Martin
Schröder Clint Talbert Scott Barber Kamran Khan Emily Chen Brian Nitz Remko
Tronçon Alan Page Neal Norwitz Michelle Levesque Jeffrey Yasskin John D. Cook
Murali Nandigama Karen N. Johnson Chris McMahon Jennitta Andrea Lisa Crispin
Matt Heusser Andreas Zeller David Schuler Tomasz Kojm Adam Christian Tim Riley
Isaac Clerencia
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Agile!
This book provides practical guidance for professionals, practitioners, and
researchers faced with creating and rolling out their own agile testing processes. In
addition to descriptions of the prominent agile methods, the book provides twenty
real-world case studies of practitioners using agile methods and draws upon their
experiences to propose your own agile method.

Address Book
Are you attracted by the promises of agile methods but put off by the fanaticism of
many agile texts? Would you like to know which agile techniques work, which ones
do not matter much, and which ones will harm your projects? Then you need
Agile!: the first exhaustive, objective review of agile principles, techniques and
tools. Agile methods are one of the most important developments in software over
the past decades, but also a surprising mix of the best and the worst. Until now
every project and developer had to sort out the good ideas from the bad by
themselves. This book spares you the pain. It offers both a thorough descriptive
presentation of agile techniques and a perceptive analysis of their benefits and
limitations. Agile! serves first as a primer on agile development: one chapter each
introduces agile principles, roles, managerial practices, technical practices and
artifacts. A separate chapter analyzes the four major agile methods: Extreme
Programming, Lean Software, Scrum and Crystal. The accompanying critical
analysis explains what you should retain and discard from agile ideas. It is based
on Meyer’s thorough understanding of software engineering, and his extensive
personal experience of programming and project management. He highlights the
limitations of agile methods as well as their truly brilliant contributions — even
those to which their own authors do not do full justice. Three important chapters
precede the core discussion of agile ideas: an overview, serving as a concentrate
of the entire book; a dissection of the intellectual devices used by agile authors;
and a review of classical software engineering techniques, such as requirements
analysis and lifecycle models, which agile methods criticize. The final chapters
describe the precautions that a company should take during a transition to agile
development and present an overall assessment of agile ideas. This is the first
book to discuss agile methods, beyond the brouhaha, in the general context of
modern software engineering. It is a key resource for projects that want to
combine the best of established results and agile innovations.
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